"Bastille Day Terror Attack"

Late Thursday night around 10:30 pm (July 14, 2016) at least 84 people have been confirmed dead and dozens injured, as a 31 year old from Nice of Tunisian Origin first shot a gun into the crowd before he drove a heavy truck at high speeds into crowds watching Bastille Day fireworks in French Riviera City of Nice. Figure to the left demonstrates the path the driver took to penetrate his attack. The driver shouted “Allahu Akbar” before Police shot him dead after barreling the truck (1.3 Kilometers)

Authorities found identity papers for driver along with firearms, explosives and grenades in the truck. In the mist of this attack President Francois Hollande has extended national state of emergency for three months. Hollande stated "After Paris in the month of January 2015, then the month of November last year, with St. Denis, now it is Nice that is struck," he said. “It is all of France that is under the threat of Islamist terrorism.” Hollande stated in pre-dawn address that he was calling up military and police reservist to relieve forces worn out by state of emergency.
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In the wake of recent attacks: Bastille Day crowd and November 2015 attacks French government has launch an awareness campaign to protect citizens The link below provides practical instructions based on: Escape, Hide, Alert.
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